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MHA (the Union Ministry of Home Affairs) gives
approval for renaming ‘Durjanpur’ in MP as
‘Shivdham’

§ The Central Government has given its approval for the
proposal of the Madhya Pradesh State Government, to
change the name of a village in Madhya Pradesh from
‘Durjanpur ‘to ‘Shivdham’.
§ Durjanpur is situated in Katni District of Madhya Pradesh.
§ The Home Ministry’s approval came after a no objection
notice from the Geographical Survey of India (GSI), the
Department of Post, the Ministry of Railways and the Ministry of
Earth Sciences.

Ujjawala Beneficiaries in Four States still use Earthen
Stoves
A study from the Research Institute for Compassionate
Economics (r.i.c.e) study on the Pradhan Mantri Ujjawala Yojna

͵

(PMUY) makes the following observations:
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§ Most rural households with LPG (liquefied petroleum gas)
connections still use chulhas with firewood or dung cakes
which are the detriment of rural health.
§ 85% of Ujjawala beneficiaries in rural Bihar, Madhya Pradesh,
Uttar Pradesh and Rajasthan still use solid fuels for cooking,
due to financial reasons as well as gender inequalities.

§ In the four States surveyed, there was a substantial increase in
LPG ownership due to the scheme, with 76% of households
now owning an LPG connection.
and another 37% reported using both the chulha and the gas
stove, while 36% used chulha exclusively.
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§ Overall only 27% of households exclusively used the gas stove

§ Whereas among those who received LPG connection through
PMUY, almost 53% exclusively used the chulha, while 32%
used both.
§ The beneficiaries of PMUY are poorer, on average than
households who got LPG on their own. Refilling the cylinder is
a greater fraction of their monthly consumption, and they may
be less likely to get a refill immediately after a cylinder
becomes empty.
§ Almost 70% of households do not spend anything on solid
fuels, meaning that the relative cost of an LPG cylinder refill,
even if subsidised, is far higher.
§ Women are not typically economic decision-makers in the
household, hindering a shift to LPG usage.
§ 70% of respondents thought the gas stove was better for the
health of the cook (typically a woman), more than 86% felt
that cooking on the chulha was better for the health of those
eating, reflecting ignorance of the fact that ambient air
pollution is harmful even to those who are not cooking the
food.

The survey covered a random sample of 1,550 households in 11
districts of the four States, which collectively have two-fifths of

ͷ

the country’s rural population.
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Governor wishes Mahavir Jayanti to the people of
the state - April 17
§ A significant day for the Jain community, Mahavir Jayanti is
being celebrated on April 17.
§ The date of Mahavir Jayanti changes every year in
accordance with the Hindu calendar as it is celebrated on the
thirteenth day of the month Chaitra.

Governor wishes the people of Ambedkar Jayanti
and Baisakhi
· Governor Smt. Anandiben Patel
has congratulated and greeted
the people of the state on the
birth anniversary of Bharat
Ratna Dr. Baba Saheb Bhim Rao
Ambedkar.
· The Governor said that the ideals and message of the
Constitution of India, the ideologue, social reformer Baba
Saheb are relevant even today.
· Governor Smt. Patel said that His slogan 'Be educated and
capable' is relevant even today.
· Celebrating his birthday as Equality Day and Day of



Knowledge is a symbol of his ideological, social and
economic thought.
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· Governor Smt. Anandiben Patel has congratulated and
greeted the people of the state on Baisakhi festival. Mrs. Patel
said that the festival of Baisakhi gives us the message of
happiness, prosperity and unity. It is a symbol of economic
prosperity of farmers.

Bollywood star Karthik Aryan becomes new state
icon of MP Election Commission
§ The atmosphere of the Lok
Sabha elections is there and
the Election Commission is
trying to get more and more
voters out of their homes
and use voting.
§ In this series, the Election
Commission in Madhya
Pradesh has appointed
Karthik Aryan as its state
icon.
§ Karthik will try to bring voters to the polling booth by making
them aware.
§ Karthik's popularity has increased in youth these days. His films
§ He also belongs to Gwalior in Madhya Pradesh, due to which
he has been selected for this work by the Election Commission.
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are also proving to be box office hits.

§ Karthik's recent release film Luka Chuppi proved to be a box
office hit.
§ Prior to this, he has also worked in hit films like Sonu ke Titu Ki
Sweety and Pyar Ka Panchanama.
§ Karthik is currently working with Sara Ali Khan in the sequel of
Love Aaj Tak, which is directed by Imtiaz Ali.

India's first diamond museum and auction center
will be built in Khajuraho, MP
§ The state government is going to build the country's first
diamond museum at Khajuraho in Chhatarpur district.
§ In this museum, 323 carat diamonds will be kept, which during
testing, the diamond company Rio Tinto got from the diamond
mine of Panna district.
§ The museum will also house a diamond auction center, where
diamonds from the emerald mines will be auctioned.
§ Tourists from all over the world visit Madhya Pradesh to see the
Chandel carpet temples of Khajuraho.
§ To capitalize on this, the state government is going to open a
diamond museum in Khajuraho. At the same time, it is also
intended that the diamonds of MP can be easily found by
foreign buyers.

ͺ

§ For this, the auction center of Panna district is also preparing to
shift to Khajuraho.
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§ The National Mineral Development Corporation (NMDC) has
agreed to provide assistance of Rs 50 lakh for the museum.
§ NMDC is India's only organized diamond producing enterprise
from Panch's Mazhgawan mine in Madhya Pradesh.
§ Tourism Development Corporation will also cooperate with the
Department of Minerals.
§ Officers point out that Khajuraho is famous for its Chandelite
temples.
§ Tourism in Khajuraho will increase after the creation of the
diamond museum, which will benefit the corporation.
Therefore, the corporation will also help in building the
museum.

Madhya Pradesh topped in the case of execution
of the accused of rape
§ The National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB) report, released
every year, has been continuously deepening the stigma of
MP.
§ It will take a long time for the NCRB 2018 report to come, but
Madhya Pradesh has been the leader in speeding the
execution of the sentence and the death penalty in the rape
case.

ͻ

§ The reason for this is the amendment in the law.
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§ According to a report by the National Law University, New
Delhi, in the year 2018, a total of 162 criminals were sentenced
to death in various cases by lower courts across the country.
§ The great thing is that 58 gangsters were sentenced to death
in the case of rape after rape, while nine were sentenced to
death in the case of rape of girls below 12 years.
§ That is, 41.35 per cent of those who received this severe
punishment have been convicted in the rape and murder
case. This number was 27 in 2016 and 43 in 2017.
§ In view of the increasing rape incidents in Madhya Pradesh, in
December 2017, the state government passed the 'Penal Laws
(MP Amendment) Bill "in the Assembly to ensure almost the
death penalty in rape cases of girls below the age of 12 years.
§ According to this law, the convicts can be sentenced to a
minimum of 14 years of imprisonment and a maximum of
death sentence if proven guilty in cases of rape or gang rape
of girls of 12 years or less. MP became the first state to pass
such a law.
§ Just six months after this, the Criminal Law (Amendment) Bill
2018 was passed by the Central Government from the Lok
Sabha. Under this, a provision of death penalty has been
made for the culprits of raping girls below the age of 12 years.
is a provision of at least 20 years of rigorous punishment, which
can also be extended to life imprisonment.
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§ Also, if found guilty of raping girls younger than 16 years, there

§ Uttar Pradesh, with Karnataka in third place: Madhya Pradesh
(22), Maharashtra (16), Uttar Pradesh (15) and Karnataka (15),
among the top four states in punishment-a-death cases. Eight
misdemeanors in Maharashtra have been sentenced to death
in the rape and subsequent murder case, while four poor ones
in Uttar Pradesh have been sentenced to death. At the same
time, Uttar Pradesh has been given the maximum death
sentence of seven people in the case of murder during the
riots.

§ 40 convicts awaiting execution of death sentence in MP: As
of 31 December 2018, 426 convicts who have received death
sentence in the country are awaiting execution. The
punishment of 40 criminals in Madhya Pradesh, 25 in
Karnataka, 22 in Bihar and 20 in West Bengal is yet to be
implemented.

§ President rejects 11 mercy petitions in three years: In the last
three years, 16 mercy petitions (waiver of capital punishment)
were filed before the President, out of which 11 were rejected.
§ Only five mercy petitions were accepted by the President.
while President, while the current President Ramnath Kovind
has rejected one mercy petition.
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§ Pranab Mukherjee dismissed the maximum 10 mercy petitions

Shri Kiyawat appointed as Maharashtra Election
Observer, in charge to Mr. Mookerjee
§ Commissioner-cum-Director Horticulture
and Food Processing and Director
RCVP Naronha Administration and
Managerial Academy (Additional
Charge) Shri Kavindra Kiyawat has been
appointed as an observer in the Lok
Sabha Election-2019 of Maharashtra.
§ Managing Director State Agricultural
Industries Development Corporation and
Principal Secretary Aviation Shri Anirudh Mookerjee have
been given additional charge of Commissioner-cum-Director
Horticulture and Food Processing Department in addition to
their current responsibilities during the election period.

CM Kamal Nath launches Congress theme song
'Desh ke Dil se ....'
For the Lok Sabha elections, the State Congress Committee has
launched the theme song 'Congress, Pukare Madhya Pradesh ...

Workshop to control swine flu
www.straightzero.in
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sun Ye Sandesh' from the heart of the country to Delhi.

§ Principal Secretary Public Health Dr. Pallavi Jain Govil
reviewed the efforts to control swine flu.
§ He directed to conduct workshops of identified hospitals,
Indian Medical Association and Media for the investigation
and treatment of swine flu (H-1-N-1).
§ For this, the Central Government has been requested to send
an expert team.

About Swine Flu
§ Swine flu is a disease of pigs that can, in rare cases, be passed
to humans.
§ It is a highly contagious respiratory disease caused by one of
many Influenza A viruses.
§ The disease is spread among pigs by direct and indirect
contact, aerosols, and from pigs that are infected but do not
have symptoms.
§ Symptoms: Cough

99 observers appointed for Lok Sabha election-2019
§ Chief Electoral Officer Shri V.L. Kanta Rao said that the general
been appointed by the Election Commission of India for Lok
Sabha Election-2019.
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observer, expenditure observer and police observer have

§ Out of 29 parliamentary constituencies of the state, 1-1
general observer for Satna, Rewa, Jabalpur and Indore
parliamentary constituencies and 2-2 general observers for
the rest, thus a total of 54 general observers have been
appointed by the commission.
§ One expenditure observer has been appointed for each
parliamentary constituency. Thus, a total of 29 expenditure
observers have been posted by the Commission.
§ Total 12 assembly constituencies in the state are expenditure
sensitive and 55 expenditure sensitive pockets have been
identified.
§ 16 police observers have been appointed by the commission.
Except for Bhopal, Rewa and Rajgarh parliamentary
constituencies, 13 police observers have been appointed in 22 parliamentary constituencies.
§ General, expenditure and police observers are officers of the
Indian Administrative Service, Indian Police Service and Indian
Revenue Service of the state of Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu,
Uttar Pradesh, Punjab, Delhi, Bihar, Orissa etc.
§ Assembly Constituency No. 126 - General Observer, Police
Observer and Expenditure Observer have also been
appointed by the Commission for the by-election in

ͳͶ

Chhindwara.
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For the first time, blind voters will get Braille script
voter ID card
§ This time during the Lok Sabha elections, even the blind voters
in Madhya Pradesh will get a better opportunity to exercise
franchise.
§ For the first time blind voters will get a voter ID card with Braille
script. Not only this, there will be more than 2 hours of voting in

ͳͷ

the Lok Sabha elections compared to the assembly elections.
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(b) 11 J)B2 &' 29 $N
(c) 11 J)B2 &' 09 $N
(d) 11 J)B2 &' 19 $N

ʹ

Answer: - (d) 11 J)B2 &' 19 $N

www.straightzero.in



  Ͳʹ

01. JK3 -.2 $% 0I. C.A:1 H18Y_,0I. $% O.s 8 7pY ,O $".5. :5. -B :(a) 10 J)B2 2019
(b) 16 J)B2 2019
(c) 20 J)B2 2019
(d) 14 J)B2 2019

Answer: - (b) 16 J)B2 2019

0I. C.A:1 H18Y_ $% O.s 0>"gh._ 0". 578". ,' F-F 2.N :N O.!s" T1 ,3 0-23
&/F." 16 J)B2 2010 ,7 N h3

A&!29 0I. C.A:1 H18Y_ $% )', Ya_ 16 J)B2 ,7 $".5. 8.F. -B

02. !"Y._ ;" M57: ,3 !,& $7O.A2 D0 ,' $.($ &' Y7C1 J0". $F*.F. &@;3
$% ".$ *' 6 &,F' - :-

ʹͺ

(a) Y7C1 -' ¡2.A" D0
(b) $F*.F. -' ¡2.A"
(c) 27,&K. -' ¡2.A"

www.straightzero.in

(d) !"Y._ ;" -' ¡2.A" D0

Answer: - (a) Y7C1 -' ¡2.A" D0

03. !"F. 8B" "' \32/,. $% 9!+5" 5@h ;'& ;!05"!+0 2019 $% 0*, 83F"' ,'
&/O/U $% t. & -B :(a) 01l_ r1 01 18F 0*, 83F.
(b) ,'Y2 01 l_ 0*, 83F.
(c) ,'Y2 0118F 0*, 83F.
(d) 01 18F 0*, r1 02l_ 0*, 83F'

Answer: - (a) 01l_ r1 01 18F 0*, 83F.

\32/,. $% N 9!+5" 5@h ;'& ;!05"!+0 $% 15 Ya5 A/ C1"'+"2 ;'& '51
!25. !"F. 8B" "' K.1F ,' !29 J/?1 16 O.!2,. Y:_ $% 9, 18F 0*, r1 1

!"F. 5- d02j¢ -.!&2 ,1"' Y.23 $) ,3 0-23 O.!2,. j62.v3 - 

www.straightzero.in

ʹͻ

l_ 0*, 83F.

!"F. 8B" ,7 Y_ ;'& ]'?1' +" (!]?' ) T.1. Y>$" ,!??' C $.q1 A/ C1"'+"2
C.AC2

04. &72" ,!-$.;2 $% M57!8F N 1.~35 &P£OP2 ;!05"!+0 $% J/?1 12 Ya_
$% O.2, Y:_ $% $()*' + "' ,f" &. 0*, 83F. :(a) 18F 0*,
(b) l_ 0*,
(c) ,./ ¤ 0*,
(d) d017| $% &' ,7N "-3/

Answer: - (c) ,./ ¤ 0*,

&72", !-$.;2 )*' + $% M57!8F N 11Y3 !$"3 &O 8@!"51 J/?1 12 Ya_ $%
O.2, 9Y/ O.!2,. 1.~35 &P£OP2 ;!05"!+0 $% $()*' + $% O.2, 9Y/
O.!2,. Y:_ $% ,./¤ 0*, J!8_F !,5.

05.$( )*' + ,' -.N &',%?13 n@27/ $% ,H151 $'2' ,. M578" ,O &' ,O F,
!,5. :5.:-

(b) 5 J)B2 &' 15 J)B2 2019 F,
(c) 10 J)B2 &' 15 J)B2 2019 F,

www.straightzero.in

͵Ͳ

(a) 1 J)B2 &' 15 J)B2 2019 F,

(d) 5 J)B2 &' 25 J)B2 2019 F,

Answer: - (b) 5 J)B2 &' 15 J)B2 2019 F,

1.~35 $.(!$, !+y. J!K5." ,' J/F:_F $()*' + $% )', -.N &',%?13 n@2
$% ,BH151 $'2' ,. M578" !,5. 8. 1-. -B

06. 06. 0/?761 &1,.1 U.$, 6@8. ,f" &' !82' $% jghF -B :(a) !K/?
(b) $>1B".
(c) *!F5.
(d) c.!251

Answer: - (c) *!F5.

0/?761 &1,.1 U.$ 6@8. 01 19 J)B2 &' 9 $N F, !Y+.2 \3 1.$ $-.5¥
&./ ǹ!F, $'2' ,. M578" !,5. 8.". -B !Y= +./ !F r1 27, ,¦.l !-F ,'

)!FYa_ -">$." 85/F3 &' \3 1.$ $-.5¥ 9Y/ &./ ǹ!F, $'2' ,. M578" -7F. -B

www.straightzero.in

͵ͳ

!29 5- 8@" Ya_ 2013 &' 2:.F.1 ;2 1-. -B

07. JK3 -.2 -3 $% ?P. K3$1.Y J/O'?,1 ,3 ,f" &3 Y3/ 85/F3 $".N :N -B :(a) 127 Y3/
(b) 128 Y3/
(c) 129 Y3/
(d) 125 Y3/

Answer: - (b) 128 Y3/

K3$ 1.Y J/O'?,1 ,. 8

14 J)B2 1891 ,7 $( )*' + ,' $Z !82. A/ *f1 $%

M h. $% M h.

?.. K3$1.Y J/O'?,1 ,' !0F. ,. ".$ 1.$83 $.2783 &,0.2 r1 $.F. ,.
K3$.O.N h.

08. JK3 -.2 -3 $% 8."'-$."' -.¤ ,!Y )*30 ;fO' ,. !"U" -7 :5. Y' ,-./ ,'
!"Y.&3 h':(a) *!F5.
(b) $>1B".

͵ʹ

(c) !K/?
(d) c.!251

www.straightzero.in

Answer: - (d) c.!251

)!&§ -.¤ ,!Y )*30 ;fO' ,. c.!251 $% 11 J)B2 2019 ,3 1.F ,7 !"U" -7
:5.

09. $( )*' + 2.?7 J!K5." ,3 ./ ? 9¨'&?1 ,f" -B :(a) $>n." !,1.1
(b) ©7!F K.1T.8
(c) A!+F. !Y=,$._
(d) *' +". 8B"

Answer: - (c) A!+F. !Y=,$._
Ya_ 2019 $% 8O20>1 !"Y.&3 A!+F. !Y=,$._ !&/!:/: H15!2C3 +7 '&.1' :.$.0.' ,3
!Y"1 O" h3 

10.JK3 -.2 -3 $% A/ C1 ]3?1 &%C1 -P,3 )!F57!:F. ,. M578" ,-./ !,5.
:5.:(a) c.!251

͵͵

(b) 8O20>1
(c) !+Y0>13
(d) A/ *f1

www.straightzero.in

Answer: - (c) !+Y0>13

6'2 r1 5>Y. ,¦.l !YK.: $()*' + T.1. $( )*' + $% -P,3 6'2 ,7 O<.Y.
*' "' Y.27/ ,3 )!FK. ;5" ,' !29 A/ C1 -7 !, ]3?1 &%C1 O.2, O.!2,.
)!F57!:F. ,. M578" $.UY1.Y !&/!U5. !82. 6'2 0H1&1 ,3 "Y3" 9q 7C]_
$B*." !+Y0>13 $% 17 &' 20 J)B2 2019 F, !,5. :5. -B

c.!251 C3$ "' )h$ A/ C1]'51 &%C1 -P,3 )!F57!:F. ,. O.2, Y:_ $% C P]3 01
,ª. 8$.5.

11. $()*' + $.(!$, !+y. $/?2 !, Ya_ 2019 ,3 "N )Y'+ "3!F ,' F-F
!,F"' )!F+F &' J!U, !Yb.h )Y'+ ,' &.h $% )Y'+ 2' &,%:':(a) 40% &' J!U,
(b) 30% &' J!U,
(c) 20% &' J!U,
(d) 10% &' J!U,

$( )*' + $.(!$, !+y. $/?2 "' "9 +By!l, &S 2019-20 ,' !29 J0"3
)Y'+ "3!F 8.13 ,1 *3 -B A&$% !"83 Y &1,.13 n@27/ $% !&]_ 10 «3&*3 F,

www.straightzero.in

͵Ͷ

Answer: - (d) 10% &' J!U,

)Y'+ ,3 &3$. ,7 &$.¬ ,1 !*5. -B JO *&Y3/ Y O.1-Y3/ $% *&Y3/ &' J!U,
!Yb.h 9?!$+" 2' &,%:'

)Y'+ ,3 J/!F$ !F!h 31 8>2.N 2019 F, -B

12. JK3 -.2 -3 $% "9 C3O3 ,' $138 @ / "' $% $()*' + $% ,f" &. !82. )h$
gh." 01 1-. -B :(a) c.!251
(b) 8O20>1
(c) A/ *f1
(d) !Y!*+.

Answer: - (c) A/ *f1

15 J)B2 2019 ,7 8.13 "7!C!],'+" $% 1854 $138 !$2' !8&$% 97% d0;.1
,7 0@1. ,1 !25. :5.

A/ *f1 !82' $% 94% C3,.,1l M -B C3O3 !"5/Sl ,.5_G$ ,' F-F -B

www.straightzero.in

͵ͷ

$1387/ ,' A2.8 $.$2' $% A/ *f1 !82. )h$ gh." 01 M5. -B

13. !"Y._ ;" ,.5_ $% 2:' J!U,.H157/ ,$_;.H157/ ,3 $`> -7"' 01 d",' 0H18"7/
,7 !,F"3 J">4- 1.!+ !$2':3:(a) 10 2.6 09
(b) 20 2.6 09
(c) 15 2.6 09
(d) 25 2.6 09

Answer: - (c) 15 2.6 09

5!* ,$_;.13 ,$_;.13 ,3 !-/ &.®, sC". &v, 01 O.*3 &>1/: ]C"', O$
m.q 5. !,&3 &+S Vj|57/ ,' -$2' $% $`> -7F3 -B F7 0H18"7/ ,7 30 2.6
09 ,3 J">4- 1.!+ *3 8.9:3

A&3 F1- ,$_;.13 ,' gh.N 0 &' J0/: -7"' ,3 &3J/: !Y+'a ,3 J0/:F. "'S7/
,3 y!F 0/ ;"' 01 7 2.6 50 -8.1 ,3 J">4- 1.!+ *3 8.9:3

14. JK3 -.2 -3 $% ¯71OP2 ]'?1' +" ,0 !,& C3$ "' 83F. -B :(a) -H15.l.

͵

(b) $-.1.~
(c) !*3
(d) $()*' +

www.straightzero.in

Answer: - (d) $()*' +

$( )*' + ¯71OP2 C3$ "' !*3 ,7 7-6 -1.,1 ]'?1' +" ,0 01 ,ª. 8$.
!25. 1.83Y :./ U3 L7C_ & q' !?5$ 01 M57!8F A& C@ "._$%C $% *' + K1 ,3 CP0 8
C3$7/ "' K.: !25. h.

15. $( )*' + &1,.1 T.1. 43°,.23" 6'2 )!+yl !+!Y1 ,. M578" ,O &'
,O F, !,5. 8. 1-. -B :(a) 05 J)B2 &' 15 $N 2019 F,
(b) 15 J)B2 &' 20 $N 2019 F,
(c) 15 J)B2 &' 25 $N 2019 F,
(d) 15 J)B2 &' 15 $N 2019 F,

Answer: -

6'2 9Y/ 5>Y. ,¦.l !YK.: $( )*' + T.1. 43°,.23" 6'2 )!+yl $( )*' +
,' !Y!KI q' !?5$ $% 15 J)B2 &' 15 $N F, !,5. 8. 1-. -B A&$% 8 Ya_ &' 2',1

16.1."3 *> :._ YF3 5@!"Y!&_C3 8O20>1 ,' ,>20!F ,f" -B :-

www.straightzero.in

͵

18 Ya_ F, ,' j62.v3 K.: 2' 1-' -

(a) )7. ,!02 !$\
(b) )7. ,!02 *' Y !$\
(c) )7. J1!Y *> O'
(d) )7. M"/* 1.80@F

Answer: - (b) )7. ,!02 *' Y !$\

$-.1.8. ES&.2 O>/*'26/? !Y=!Yb.25 EF10>1 ,' ,>20!F- ,' 9" 5.*Y

!YG$ !Y=!Yb.25 dB" ,' ,>20!F )7. O.2,̀ +$._

8Y.-12.2 "'- ,̀!a !Y=!Yb.25,8O20>1 ,' ,>20!F ?P 03?3 8>5.2

17. JK3 -.2 -3 $% c.!251 1± J2/,1l 2019 J2/,1l !,&' !*5. :5. -B :(a) ?P. !+1.23 "Y.2
(b) J!"§ :7.$3
(c) !)5. :fF$

Answer: - (a) ?P. !+1.23 "Y.2

www.straightzero.in

͵ͺ

(d) ,̀ 0.2 !&/- ;f-."

8'&3MN c.!251 T.1. M57!8F c.!251 1± J2/,1l 9Y/ 5>Y. )!FK. &^."
&$.17- 18 J)B2 2019 ,7 &/0I M

18 J)B2 1965 ,7 ,3 :N h3 8'&3MN c.!251 J(.5 ,3 gh.0".

18. O./ &>13 Y.*, !YG$ ,"'H15. ,-. ,' !"Y.&3 - :(a) c.!251
(b) 1.8:<
(c) A/ *f1
(d) dB"

Answer: - (c) A/ *f1

&/*30 !FY.13 –,h, Y.*,

19. z1E. $% 0./ ; !*Y&35 \3 1.$ 8 7pY ,O &' ,O F, $".5. :5.:(a) 14 &' 18 J)B2 2019
(b) 13 &' 17 J)B2 2019

͵ͻ

(c) 12 &' 16 J)B2 2019
(d) 10 &' 14 J)B2 2019

www.straightzero.in

Answer: - (b) 13 &' 17 J)B2 2019

20. s>v&Y.13 Y_ ;B2%8 8/!0/: ,'C' :13 1 !,/: $% 9!+5. $% 0-2. gh." !,&
$()*' + ,' j62.v3 $% 0.5.:(a) K.:31h
(b) J8>_" !&/(c) )l5 61'
(d) &>*3j¬ -8'2.

Answer: - (c) )l5 61'

$()*' + 1.© s>v&Y.13 J,.*$3 ,' )!FK.Y." s>v&Y.1 )l5 61' "' Y_
;B2%8 8j²/: (,BC O3) $% 9!+5. $% 0-2. Fh. Y³? 1 !,/: $% F3&1. gh." ).¬
!,5. -B  )l5 "' 87" ".A" (A/ ?7"'!+5., !&/:.0>1 r1 K.1F 8B&' *' + +.!$2) $%
K3 )h$ gh." J!8_F ,1 *' + r1 )*' + ,7 :f1Y.j´F !,5. -B 

A& \'l3 $% 5- d02j¢ -.!&2 ,1"' Y.2' )l5 61' "' 0-2' K.1F35 s>v&Y.1

ͶͲ

-7"' ,. :f1Y ).¬ !,5. -B 
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